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Rail4Regions is an Interreg Central Europe project aiming at improving the access to
the European rail freight networks. Twelve project partners develop solutions to
optimise regional rail lines and access points and create action plans to encourage
the uptake of their solutions in regional development plans.

Learn more

In Italy, an abandoned
siding reopened as an
intermodal hub

Pictures above show the operations and the inauguration of
the intermodual hub; (c) Provincia di Novara

An industrial siding abandoned for years
on the outskirts of Novara has been
recovered and reopened by
Intermodaltrasporti, a transport company
with a strong focus on intermodality, and
officially inaugurated in late August 2023.
The company, which manages a high
volume of traffic to Northern Europe,
identified Novara’s location as the most
suitable as a new hub for its traffic. The
siding is connected to the Novara-Biella
secondary line, scheduled to be
electrified by September 2024. Access to
the motorway network is just 2 km away.
Intermodaltrasporti has built a logistics
facility with warehouses, large yards, 7
tracks in 2 groups for train service, with a
total area of more than 300,000 m2. The
terminal can deal both combined and
SWL transports. When fully completed in
2025, the terminal will be able to receive
25 pairs of trains per week. The terminal
currently serves company trains to
France and Germany and container
trains to the ports of Genoa and La
Spezia, and much more is planned.

https://av6av.r.sp1-brevo.net/mk/cl/f/1DVoAonAjn1GPdF8yEQlOHHQ3P1lnCTtWN-iwsGdxqDOV7OUqJMux5NYhXXAJjEsGv42tymcu7xdDzIesQIPPO0TzoxhoNb7jC_fJBRv_uwHH4aWhlH0QnyLD_SBTMJGr2nymgbWfFLWc-w4kCfchgku3AfdXVyYGiB6GQ39tAa1RctEFks0Z_BSHuu7cOHOzDIrjMPNSQ-y3_g6MMKM0Ki0b7D9G7k


The regional location agency LCA
Logistik Center Austria Süd GmbH
(LCAS) has been established in May
2017 and serves as an operative unit
for the targeted promotion and
development of the logistics location
Carinthia, especially of the logistics
hub Fürnitz|Villach, and supports all
kinds of cooperation projects with
local or international companies,
regions and other interested parties.
The public agency is 100% owned by
the public sector: 50% ÖBB and 50%
State of Carinthia.
 
As the regional location agency of the
only logistics hub with an international
orientation in Carinthia, LCAS is the
first point of contact for domestic and
foreign companies, startups and real
estate investors, who want to
establish a company at the logistics
hub Fuernitz and Carinthia or just
want to make use of the infrastructure
offered by the on-site intermodal
cargo terminal – which is run by ÖBB.
In the sense of a one-stop-shop,
companies, startups and investors
are comprehensively and competently
supported throughout the entire
settlement or expansion process.
They are also guided from the idea of
the project through to the successful
establishment of the company. In
addition to many years of experience,
market knowledge and strong
networks in various fields, LCAS
scores points in a wide range of
industries with its excellent language
skills. After successful completion of
the project, companies will continue
to be supported and advised, e.g.
regarding expansion activities.
 
LCAS has set itself the goal of
supporting modal shift activities from
trucks to rail while taking into account
existing potential and infrastructure.
In particular, the Rail4Regions project
focuses on the issue of reactivating
branch lines and connecting lines.
LCAS brings three use cases into the
project that have the potential for a
shift to rail. The task in the project is,
among other things, the development
of a guideline for the reactivation of
branch lines.
 
Visit LCAS' website for more.
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https://av6av.r.sp1-brevo.net/mk/cl/f/0_szNUwPyvaFGvxVFlEUUKP8oIvOveeSyc85Th9WsbUCk4RIX782M1mKn-F8ZocCDZwHbE1cvs3dBVamMopAOlB3HnEJmcsCJuJZ5EolUFk6JhkZz34rbweDw-7pWPyD6g95T1BC5ullimZaN-ICMS_rFCc-GyBoXx2ETDS_6hNoNUdmpQ


And what else?
Partners of Rail4Regions are currently working in smaller groups who are
tasked to review existing good practices and to elaborate novel solutions for the
revitalisation of feeder lines, the use of industrial sidings, the promotion of single
waggon transport as well as the enhancement of the loading point infrastructure.
Furthermore, the elaboration of a White Paper suming up the findings of the
project's analysis of user cases, rail freight bottlenecks and stakeholder
expectations is progressing swiftly.

Rail4Regions
https://www.interreg-central.eu/projects/rail4regions/
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